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Let S be a commutative ring, G a finite group acting on S by ring 
automorphisms, and R the fixed ring of S under G. In [2] Childs defined 
certain groups H;,,(G) and showed that the classical Teichmiiller map 
[14] can be extended to a homomorphism Br(S, G) + Hz,,(G), where 
Br(S, G) is the subgroup of the Brauer group Br(S) consisting of classes of 
G-normal Azumaya S-algebras. Moreover, he showed that the sequence 
1 + Br(S/R) -+ Br(R) + Br(S, G) + H&(G) 
is exact if S/R is a Galois extension of commutative rings, thereby 
generalizing the result of Teichmiiller [ 141. 
Since G acts on S the correspondence A H A 0, S, OE G, induces a 
G-module structure on Br(S) [3], and Br(S, G) c Br(S)G. Childs asked in 
[2, p. 151 whether there exists a Teichmiiller cocycle map defined on the 
bigger [3, p. 3361 group Br(S)G = H’(G, Br(S)). In this paper we show 
that such a map exists. We prove that the groups H;,,(G) are isomorphic 
to the groups H”(G, PicS) defined in [9]. By [9, Theorem 1.83 the 
elements of H3(G, Y’icS) can be interpreted as equivalence classes of exten- 
sions of G by the category PicS of invertible S-modules. Applying this 
result we obtain a homomorphism Br(S)’ + H3(G, .9TcS) by showing that 
each Azumaya S-algebra A gives rise to an extension of G by SicS if its 
class is contained in Br(S)G. Furthermore, we show that the sequence 
1 -+ Br(S/R) + Br(R) -+ Br(S)G + H3(G, 93~s) 
is exact if S/R is a Galois extension of commutative rings. 
Throughout the paper R -+ S is a homomorphism of commutative rings 
and G a group operating on S by R-algebra automorphisms. For an 
R-algebra A, Sic,A denotes the category with objects the invertible 
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A-bimodules over R and morphisms the A-bimodule isomorphisms. L%c,A 
is a Picard category in the sense of [9] where the structural morphisms are 
defined canonically [8, p. 2801; 93cS = .9’ic,S is the category of invertible 
S-modules. Since G acts on S, SicS has a coherent G-module structure [9, 
p. 4743 with P” = PO, S, the scalar extension of P by 0: S -+ S for any 
r~ E G and P E 93cS. U denotes the units functor. For R-modules A4, N we 
write MQ N= MOR N. 
1 
In this section we assemble some facts about invertible S-modules that 
are more or less well known. Let T be a commutative, faithfully flat 
S-algebra. There is a well known [6, p. 621 isomorphism of the group 
Pic( T/S) of isomorphism classes of invertible S-modules split by T with the 
first Amitsur cohomology group H’( T/S, U). This isomorphism can be 
defined as follows. Let P be an invertible S-module and suppose P @OS T has 
a basis, say 0, over T. Then @,=(l@s,J(O) and Q,=(l@si)(Q) are 
both bases of PQs TO, T over TO, T where s,,(t)= 1 Q t and 
si(t)=t@l, ZE T. Thus there exists UE U(T@,T) with ~0, =QO, and 
Pic( T/S) + H’(T/S, U) is induced by PI+ u. Its inverse sends the class of 
an Amitsur cocycle v E Z’( T/S, U) to the class of the invertible S-module 
N(u)= {x~T(u(l~x)=x~l~. 
Observe that for M= T the isomorphism T@,M -+ M@s T, z H vz, is a 
descent datum [6, p. 353 for the S-module M, so that N(o)@, T-, T, 
x @ y H xy, is bijective. Clearly S z N( 1). The element u is a basis of the 
T-module N(u) OS T; for if xi xi @ ti E N(u) OS T satisfies xi xiti = 1, then 
~ixi~ti=~iu(l@Xiti)=u. 
LEMMA 1.1. For v, w E Z ‘( T/S, U) the following maps are bijective: 
(a) NV) OS N(w) -+ N(vw), x0 Y I+ XY, 
(b) NV-‘) -+ Hom,(N(v), S), x I+ (Y I+ XY), 
(c) N(v)+N(w), x~tx, if tEU(T) satisfies t-‘@t=vw-I, 
(d) N(v) -+ N(g@ g(v)), XH g(x), ifg: T-+ T’ is a homomorphism of 
commutative, faithfully flat S-algebras, 
Proof. (a) For XE N(v), ye N(w) one has vw(l@ xy) = ~(1 Ox) 
w(lOy)=xyOl, soxy~N(vw). Since N(v)@~N(w)@,T+N(vw)@~T, 
x 0 y 0 t H xy @ t is bijective, so is the map x @ y H xy, T being faithfully 
flat over S. The arguments for (b)-(d) are similar. 
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Next let A be an Azumaya algebra over S. It was shown in [ 111 that 
each S-algebra automorphism c( of A determines an invertible S-module 
J(M) defined by 
J(cY)= {uEA~cc(x)u=ux,VxEA}. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let CI, BE Aut,(A), V,E Aut,(A), and c = u,Is. There are 
S-module isomorphisms 
(a) J(~)O,J(P) + J(d), u@u++ uu, 
(b) J(cl)@,A+A, U@XHUX, 
(c) J(ct)@, s+ u,(J(a))=J(u,clu,‘), X@SHU,(X)S, 
(d) J(G(-‘) + Hom,(J(a), S), u H (U H uu = uu). 
ProoJ See [ll]. 
Observe in (d) that U(U) = U, E(U)= u, so uu= uu for all u~J(a), 
u E J(cr - ’ ). It is enough to show this for S local. But then c( is an inner 
automorphism, U(X) = 0x0 -’ for a unit 0 E A, and J(U) = S. 0. 
2 
In this section we adopt the assumptions of [2]: G is finite and R is the 
fixed ring of S under the action of G. Let K be a commutative, faithfully 
flat R-algebra. Then G also operates on the Kq-algebra S@Kq, where Kq 
denotes the q-fold tensor product KO KO . . . 0 K, q > 1. Consider the 
sequence of G-modules 
U(S@K)A U(S@K2)A U(S@K3) (1) 
where d,, d, are the Amitsur coboundary operators for SO K/S; d,, induces 
a homomorphism between the cochain complexes for the G-modules 
U(S@ K) and Ker(d,): 





. . . -, C”(G, Ker(d,)) 6 C n+l(G, Ker(d,)) --+ . . . 
Consider now the complex (M,, 8;) defined by 
M, = C”(G, U(S@ K)) x C”-‘(G, Ker(d,)) 
and &(u, u) = (6(u), (- 1)” d,(u) + 6(u)) for all (u, u) E M, (written 
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additively). By definition [2, pp. 5, 71, HG,,(G, K) is the nth cohomology 
group of the complex (M,, 8;). From (1) we obtain the exact sequence 
O- U(S)- U(SQK)z Ker(d,)- H’(S@K/S, U)- 0 
and d, defines a (strict) Picard category J& according to [ 13, p. 621 where 
Ob~~=Ker(d,)=Zl(SOK/S, U) and 
J&(v, w)= {UEU(SQK)(d&)=v-w}, v, w E Ker(d, ). 
Since d, is a homomorphism of G-modules, JC?~ has a (strict) G-module 
structure. Let (u, u) be an n-cocycle of (M,, a;), so 6(u) = 0 and 
(- 1)” d,(u) + 6(v) = 0. Then v is an object of the cochain category 
VP’(G, J&), [9, p. 4731, and CI = (- 1)“~: 6(-v) + 0 is a morphism of the 
category W(G, dK) satisfying C?(E) = 0 in V+ ‘(G, J&). Thus ( - u, a) is an 
n-cocycle of G in J&. 
LEMMA 2.1. The map (u, v) H ( - v, ( - 1)“~) induces an isomorphism A,: 
If,” 1 (G, K) + H”( G, a&) for each n > 0. 
ProoJ By [ 13, Theorem 1.21, H”(G, J&) is isomorphic to the nth 
cohomology group of the mapping cone M(d,,) and, by definition, M(d,,) = 
(M,, a,) with a,,(~, v) = (-6(u), d,(u) + 6(v)) for (u, v) EM,. So (u, o) H 
(( - l)‘~, u) gives an isomorphism of complexes (M,, 8;) r (M,, a,,), 
thereby proving the lemma. 
Let g: K + L be a homomorphism of commutative, faithfully flat 
R-algebras. Then the G-module homomorphisms 
log: U(S@K)+ U(S@L), 1QgQg: U(S@K2)+ U(S@L*) 
give rise to a functor g: J& -+ dL which is a (strict) homomorphism of 
categories with G-module structure and therefore induces homomorphisms 
g: H”(G, &) + H”(G, .JX?‘~), n 3 0, see [lo]. It is then clear that ;1, is 
natural in K. 
For each v E Ob J&‘~ = Z’(S@ K/S, U) consider the invertible S-module 
According to Lemma 1.1 there is a homomorphism of Picard categories 
Y’, : dK -+ BicS, v I--+ N(v). 
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Moreover, for any (T E G and u E Ob dK we have an S-module isomorphism 
N(u)“=N(u)@, S+N(oU), zU=z@, 1 -a(z), 
compatible with the structural morphisms of dK and YicS, [ 10, (l)]; thus 
Y, induces group homomorphisms 
I,+~: H”(G, dK) -+ H”(G, .PicS), n 3 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let g: K + L be a homomorphism of commutatiue, faithfully 
flat R-algebras. Then $K = $L g. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 there are isomorphisms N(u) r N( (10 g @ g)(u)), 
z I--, (10 g)(z), for all ~7 EG, DE Ob J&. These form a coherent natural 
transformation Yy,+ Y,g. Therefore, by [lo, Lemma 2.11 both functors 
induce the same homomorphism on the cohomology groups. 
Now let H:,,(G) be the direct limit bKH&(G, K) as defined in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Passing to the direct limit, the maps $,A, give rise to 
an isomorphism 1, : H:, 1(G) r H”( G, 9icS). 
Proof: Lemma 2.2 implies that A,, is well-defined. Furthermore, the 1,‘s 
can be complemented by ( - 1)“: H”(G, U(S)) -+ H”(G, U(S)) to a 
homomorphism of the long exact sequence of [2, Theorem 2.23 to that of 
[9, p. 4731. Applying then the five-lemma establishes that 2, is bijective. 
We now describe in more detail the map J”;‘. This will be used to 
relate our homomorphism Br( S)” + H3(G, 9icS) to [: Br(S, G) + H&(G) 
of [2]. 
As in [9] we consider a 3-cocycle of G in YicS to be a pair (P, cp) with 
P a family of objects P,, E .!?icS, (a, r E G) and (P~,~,~ a family of 
isomorphisms 
cp a,r,p: P~,pOSPo,rp’P,,,OsP~~.,, CC? PEG), 
such that [9, Diagram (4)] commutes. Let K be a commutative, faithfully 
flat R-algebra such that each P,, 0 K is free over SO K; choose a basis 
Q&T. Then there exist <o,r,p E U(S0 K) with 
(cp o,r,p 0 KW:,, 0 Qa,rJ = C,:,Qo.z 0 Q0r.p. 
Moreover, there are u,,, E U(S@ K*) determined by u,,,( 1 Ocr)(O,,,) = 
(1 @E~)(@,,~), and it is not difficult to verify that a;(<-‘, v)=O. 
LEMMA 2.4. 2;’ maps the class of (P, cp) to the class of (t- ‘, u), 
481!124/2-I3 
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Prooj Let (u, w) be any cocycle in M3. Then &(u, w) = (N(w), cp) 
where vo, T.P is obtained from 
d(N(w))EN(d(w))r N(l)ZS@K, (4u) = d(w)), 
by tensoring the (a, r, p)-component with N(w,.)@. N(w,,,). Using the 
bases O,, = w,,, of N(w,,,)@K over SOK one checks that (r-l, u) as 
defined above for the pair (P, rp) = (N(w), cp) coincides with (u, w), and this 
proves the lemma. 
Now let A be an Azumaya S-algebra which is G-normal; i.e., for 
each g E G there is an R-algebra automorphism u, of A which restricts 
to the action of g on S. Set a,,= o,u,u&’ and P,,,=J(B,,). Then 
(U,S ,,pu;l) Qo,rp = Qo,r9gr,p. Hence, by Lemma 1.2 
tAPr,J . pc7.rp = PP.,  prr,p 
as S-submodules of A. The isomorphisms (a) and (c) of Lemma 1.2 give 
rise to an isomorphism (P~,~,~ of the form (2), and one can show that (P, cp) 
is a 3-cocycle of G in SicS. It follows then from Lemma 2.4 that 
i(A) = G’V, cp) (3) 
because Childs [2, p. 81 defines [: Br(S, G) -+ H&(G) by [(A)= (t-l, u). 
Observe that 5 - ’ = d,(u) in [2, p. 83 is defined as the inverse of the 
classical Teichmtiller cocycle 4 of [14]. 
3 
We assume in the following that G acts faithfully on S. Let A be an 
Azumaya S-algebra. By [ 1, p. SO] there is a map K: 9icRA + Aut,S such 
that for each P E Yic, A 
x s = lc( P)(s) . x, x E P, s E s. 
Regarding Aut,S as a discrete category, K is a homomorphism of Picard 
categories since K(P) K(Q) = K(P@, Q) for P, Q E Bic,A. Consider now 
the full subcategories 
Yic(A, G) = C’(G) and Sic(A, a) = ~‘(a), OEG, 
of Bic,A. Then we have homomorphisms 
SicS 2 9ic( A, G) -% G (4) 
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with r(P) = P OS A for P E LCS. Since A is an Azumaya S-algebra, I is an 
equivalence of SicS with Sic(A, l)=S%c,A [l, p. 1081. For any 
XE %c( A, CJ) and P E &cS there is an isomorphism of A-bimodules 
XQA z(P) -+ 4P”) QA x xQyQa~(yQ, l)QaQx, 
x E X, y E P, a E A, which is natural in P and X, as well as compatible with 
the structural morphisms of SicS and .Yic(A, G) [9, (5t(7)]. 
LEMMA 3.1. The class of A is contained in Br(S)’ if and only f(4) is an 
extension of G by YicS. 
Proof: The sequence (4) is an extension if and only if K is surjective 
[9, p. 4771. The class of A is in Br(S)’ if and only if there exist invertible 
(A, A@, S)-bimodules Q, with zs = sz, VSE S, ZE QO. But since 
A 0, S -+ A, a @ s H UCJ ~ l(s), is an isomorphism of R-algebras, such a Q, 
is the same as an invertible A-bimodule over R satisfying zs = a(s) z, Vs E S, 
z~Qo and this proves the lemma. 
Suppose in the following that the class of A is in Br(S)G and let gA 
denote the extension (4); gA determines a 3-cocycle as follows [9, p. 4801. 
For each (T E G choose an object Z, E .!??ic(A, a). Then there exist P,, E CYicS 
and isomorphisms 
Since the functor r is fully faithful there are unique isomorphisms (P~,~,~ 
making (5) commutative: 
The class of gA corresponds to the class of (P, cp) if we identify 
Ext(G, YicS) with H3(G, S?cS) according to [9, Theorem 1.81. 
THEOREM 3.2. The correspondence A H gA induces a group homo- 
morphism t: Br(S)G -+ H3(G, YicS). 
Proof Let A’ be an Azumaya S-algebra similar to A. This means there 
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exists an invertible (A’, A)-bimodule Q over S. For the (A, A’)-bimodule 
Q - ’ = Honi,( Q, A) consider the canonical isomorphisms 
i: QQ, Q-l%A’, j: QplQAQ%A 
defined by j(g @ x) = g(x), i(x @ g) y = xg( y), Vx, y E Q, g E Q-i, cf. 
[ 1, Section 51. There is a homomorphism of Picard categories 
r: &c(A, G) + Yic(A’, G), ~(X)=QQ,JQ,iQ-‘, 
where Z(XO, Y) 3 T(X)OA Z(Y) is defined by j. Moreover, there is a 
coherent natural transformation 
vp: I-l(P) -+ l’(P), P E YicS, 
defined by Q@, (Pg, A)@, Q-l E PBS QOA Q-l -+I@’ POs A’. Then 
(Z’, v): 9A -+ gAz is a morphism of extensions of G by SicS [9, p. 4781, and 
therefore 9A and gAC define the same element in H3(G, BicS). 
To show that t is linear consider algebras A, A’, and A” = A OS A’. Let 
(P, cp) and (P’, cp’) be 3-cocycles corresponding as above to 9A and gAC, 
respectively. If we put Zi = Z,@, SOS I&, then Zz l 9ic(A”, (r), and 
p,,,@&,, gives rise to an A”-bimodule isomorphism 
di.7: z;cg,*, I:‘rP,,,@,P;,,@sz:*, Ir,TEG. 
But then cpz,,,, determined by (5) coincides with the morphism induced by 
cp 0,r,pQ cp&,Z,,. Hence t(A) + t(A’) = t(A”). 
Until now we have assumed that G acts faithfully on S. If this is not the 
case replace 9A by ~9~ xG, G where G’ is the image of G in Aut,S, i.e., 
define t to be composite of t’ with the lifting homomorphism 
H3(G’, PicS) + H3(G, YicS). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be finite and R be the fixed ring of S under the 
action of G. Then t(A) = lb3[(AoP) for each G-normal Azumaya S-algebra A. 
Proof For each o E G choose an extension v, E Aut, A of the action of 
0 on S. Define Z, = A,$ E 9ic(A, a) by A,” = A as R-modules and with 
A-bimodule structure 
a. x b = axv,(b), Va,bEA,xEAuO, 
cf. [l, p. 781. Set ~,,,=v,u,v;~~, P,,,=.J(B;,‘), and let CL,,, be the com- 
posite of the canonical A-bimodule isomorphisms 
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with .fc,Aa 0 b) = au,(b), gc,AuO a) = 9,,(ua) = US,,,(U), a, b E A, u E P,,,. 
Then t(A)= (P, cp) with rp defined by (5). By Lemma 1.2 there are 
A-bimodule isomorphisms 
Forming the composite of these maps with those of Diagram (5), one 
obtains a diagram both sides of which are equal to the canonical 
isomorphism 
It follows that (P~,~,~ is the morphism obtained from the equality 
P a,rp . v,(P,,,) = par,p . PO,, (in A) 
by (a) and (c) of Lemma 1.2. Therefore the proposition follows from (3). 
The above proof shows that if S/R is a Galois extension of fields, t 
reduces to the classical map Br(S)G -+ H3(G, U(S)) of [14]. For then a,,, 
is an inner automorphism defined by a unit O,,, of A, so P,,, = S. 0;: and 
with 5g,T,P defined as in [14]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let SJR be a Gulois extension of commutative rings with 
finite group G. Then the sequence 
1 --+ Br(S/R) -+ Br(R) - Br(S)‘--& H3(G, BicS) 
is exact. 
Proof: Let A = BOR S with B an Azumaya R-algebra. Then u, = 10 CJ 
is an extension of o E G, and S,,, = u,u,u&~ = 1. If we define pLb ~ as in (6), 
then it is clear that (P~,~.~: S”Os S-r SOS S is the’ canonical 
homomorphism; so t(A) = 1. 
Now let A be any algebra with t(A) = (P, cp) = 1. This means there exist 
Q, E SicS with 
P,,.=(Q~,-‘o,Q,‘o,Q,,, 
and (P~.~,~ in (5) is the canonical morphism induced by QzP OS (Q&-l E S 
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and QorBS Q,’ 2 S. By tensoring P,,~ with Q,@, Qz we obtain 
A-bimodule isomorphisms 
which form a factor set in the sense of [S, p. 1761. Therefore, the 
A-bimodule D = oQ Qc OS Z, becomes an R-algebra with multiplication 
defined by fa, =, and there is an isomorphism E: A r Q, OS I, of R-algebras 
satisfying ~(a) z = uz and z&(u) = za, VUE A, ZE Q,@, Z, [S, Prop. 11. 
Consider now an element z E Qg OS Z, with sz = zs (=0(s) z), V’s ES. 
Choosing Galois coordinates xi, yi, . . . . x,, yn of S, we see 
z = c x; yjz = c x,a( yi) z = 0, if afl. 
I I 
Thus D’E A and DA z AA = S. We then conclude from [7, Satz 3.53 that 
D is an Azumaya R-algebra and from [2, Theorem 5.11 that A N D OR S, 
thereby proving the theorem. 
If S/R is a Galois extension with finite group G, then Br(S)G E 
Z’(S/R, Br), and H3(G, 9icS) is isomorphic to the group H3(J) defined in 
[12], cf. [4, Section 71. One may therefore conjecture that t for a Galois 
extension S/R yields the homomorphism Z’(S/R, Br) + Z”(S/R, Br)/ 
Im(Br(R)) +@ H3(J) with /? defined in [12]. 
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